Fieldpiece Instruments
Fieldpiece Vacuum Pumps! Fieldpiece is leading the charge in properly performing system evacuation with its vacuum pumps with RunQuick Oil Change System. Available in an 8-cfm DC motor (model VP85), or in a 5-cfm AC motor (model VP55), these revolutionary pumps make evacuation easier and faster. Available at your local distributors now! www.fieldpiece.com. Circle 115 on the reader service card.

MARS
The BCW1-Series Wall-Mounted Air Handlers are perfect for multifamily structures, additions, cabins, as well as many other applications! The Air Handlers are available from 1.5 ton–3 ton with factory-installed electric heat up to 10 kW. Both durable and practical, the BCW1 also has an industry-leading 30-in. install height. Circle 116 on the reader service card.

Rawal Devices
APR Control is a continuous capacity modulation device for part-load dehumidification on any standard DX system. It responds to suction pressure, thus able to properly match the system capacity to the ever-changing load and space requirements. Our APR has had proven success for improved system performance in both new and existing equipment. Circle 117 on the reader service card.

RLS Press Fittings
RLS press fittings are the fastest way to make reliable HVAC/R connections—without brazing. That means no gas, no hot work permits, no fire spotters and no nitrogen purging. Create permanent mechanical joints in just 10 seconds, saving time and increasing profits on every job. UL listed to 700 psi. Circle 118 on the reader service card.

Sanhua International
Turn to Sanhua Pressure Controls for reliable performance system protection. Sanhua pressure controls used in refrigeration and air conditioning systems protect systems from extremely low suction pressure or extremely high discharge pressure. Six pressure control models are now available, including low-, high- and dual-pressure with convenient capillary tubes and 1/4-in. flare connections. www.sanhuausa.com. Circle 119 on the reader service card.

Test Products International
Easily Measure Airflow with TPI Smart Probe. The vane-velocity Smart Probe, SP555, from TPI measures airflow and temperature simultaneously. Perform average air velocity and air volume tests; and calculate CFM (Volume). Measurements sent directly to your tablet/phone are easy to manage and distribute. Use in combination with other TPI Smart Probes with the easy-to-use, free TPI View App. SP555: $99.95. www.testproductsintl.com. Circle 120 on the reader service card.
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